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week 1: grüner veltliner

week 2: pinotage

week 3: gewürztraminer

week 4: sangiovese

official tasting notes
2018 Floriana Gruner Veltliner
look: light bodied, subtle
effervescence
smell: citrus, floral, tropical fruits
taste: dry white wine with flavors of
citrus, grass, tropical fruits, lime
retail value: $8-10

official tasting notes
2018 Radley & Finch The Prof's 
look: full-bodied, high alcohol, burnt
ruby color
smell: dark fruit, cedar, smoke
taste: flavors of tobacco, cedar, dark
berries
retail value: $8-10

official tasting notes
2016 Hugel Gewurztraminer
90 point - Wine Enthusiast
look: light yellow with green hue
smell: white flowers, tropical fruit
taste: smooth florals, mango, ginger
retail value: $19-32

official tasting notes
2018 Ferrari Carano Rosé
91 point - Wine & Spirits Magazine
look: vibrant apricot color
smell: strawberry, raspberry,
watermelon
taste: smooth finish, balanced acidity
retail value: $14-17

     Predominately produced in Eastern Europe, Grüner
Veltliner is a dry, light-bodied white wine grape known for
high acidity and citrus notes. Many Grüner Veltliners possess
a subtle effervescence and have a green hue in the glass.
Common aromas are grapefruit, lime and lemon. Common
flavors include citrus but may be accompanied by pepper,
florals or herbs . Pair with a spicy Asian dish or seafood. 

   Not to be confused with Pinot Noir, Pinotage is most
commonly produced in South Africa and is a cross between
Pinot Noir and Cinsault grapes. The wine more closely
resembles a Shiraz with a full body, medium tannins and low
acidity. Aromas and flavors are typically earthier with
traditional notes of pepper, leather, tobacco, tar and licorice.
Pinotage pairs well with barbecued meats. 

   Gewürztraminer (pronounced guh-vuhr-struh-mee-nuhr) is
one of the twenty "noble" grapes and is produced in small
quantity worldwide. Sweetness in the wine is dependent on
production region but traditional aroma and flavor profiles are
consistent among regions. The wine is typically medium-
bodied with low acidity and distinct floral notes. Flavors and
aromas include lychee, peach, nectarine, pear, and honey.
Gewürztraminer is best paired with strongly spiced Middle-
Eastern or Asian foods. 

   In Year 1 of the 52 Weeks of Wine Training Program, we
tasted a traditional representation of Sangiovese, a
historically Italian grape. This year, we're exploring a
different display of the grape through a rosé of Sangiovese.
Predominately dry, Sangiovese rosé is also medium-bodied,
and fruit-forward with notes of strawberry and tart cherry.
Accompanying flavors and aromas often represent earthier
characteristics with very minimal minerality. The finish is
crisp and the depth can often accompany both meats and
poultry. grapejuicemom.com


